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Unravelling Player’s Insights: A Comparative
Analysis of Topic Modelling Techniques on Game
Reviews and Video Game Developers’ Perspectives

Xinge Tong, Ian Willcock and Yi Sun

Abstract—Game reviews function as an important customer-
created resource for game studies as they allow practitioners and
developers to analyse players’ opinions. Despite this, there are few
studies that undertake comparative evaluations of topic modelling
approaches in the context of video game data analysis or assess
the results’ practical efficacy. Accordingly, this paper aims to
evaluate the performance of three topic modelling algorithms -
LDA, NMF and BERTopic – as utilised within game reviews study
and further to examine the results’ reception within the video
game industry. This study first uses the game No Man’s Sky as
a case study to evaluate the performance of different models in
the same game context. According to our experiments based on
Steam game reviews, the topic’s Uci coherence score as identified
by the BERTopic model can reach 0.279, which is higher than
the other two models, with the extracted keywords allowing
humans to interpret the themes when mapping them to original
reviews. Semi-structured interviews with seven developers are
then presented which demonstrate that the information we
provided is useful to improve their games and track players’
opinions.

Index Terms—Topic modelling, Review analysis, Game evalu-
ation

I. INTRODUCTION

OLINE game reviews can play an important role in
both reflecting game-player experiences and influencing

business decisions regarding future video game development.
According to Panagiotopoulos et al. [1] user-generated content,
like reviews can be processed and analysed to determine how
the player feels about a game’s quality. Previous research
has established that game reviews offer a rich source of
information, which can be used to understand player opinions
and concerns [2], the game’s acceptability [4], bugs fixing [3],
and the satisfaction a player derives [4].

However, the sheer volume of game-player comments poses
developers and game researchers with challenges in analysing
reviews about their games [5]. The ever-increasing amount of
data means that conventional analysis methods are no longer
effective, and hence the rich resource provided by game re-
views are underexploited [6]. Analysis requires computational
tools to automatically aggregate documents archived themat-
ically [7], [8]. In this context, natural language processing
(NLP) techniques1 provide practical methods for video game
practitioners and researchers to extract user feedback and
comprehend players’ opinions quickly.

1A full description of NLP techniques is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, readers who are unfamiliar with this field may wish to consult R.
S. T. Lee’s Natural Language Processing [9] for further understanding.

The possibility of adopting NLP into the field of game
studies, especially for review analysis, was established and
validated by multiple studies [10]–[12]. Recently, there has
been a focus on NLP-based systems that produce topic dis-
covery from a huge amount of player-generated content [13],
including for example, the consideration of game reviews on
Steam [14]–[16]. Kwak et al. [17] argue that topic modelling
(TM) can reveal topics among texts in reviews in the form
of listed words. Traditional TM methods like Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) and non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) have exploded in popularity in the study of game
reviews using word processing techniques [17]–[19]. Despite
the crucial importance of optimised hyperparameter settings
[20], the effectiveness of such unsupervised techniques in
textual data analysis has been heavily questioned [21]. With
the recent development of TM techniques, emerging modelling
approaches with advanced algorithms such as BERTopic [22]
and Top2Vec [23] were released and rapidly applied to text
analysis of big data [24], [25], and especially for analysing
tweets [26], [27]. However, up to this point, far too little
attention has been paid to the application and performance
evaluation of embedding models for analysing game-related
content.

In particular, there is scant research concerning the effec-
tiveness of review analysis in the video game industry. For
example, most studies in the field of user review analysis
and its impact on the industry have only focused on software
evaluation [28]–[32]. Such studies, however, have failed to
explain directly how players view games or explore game
developers’ perceptions of reviews. Furthermore, although Lin
et al. [2] and Kosmopoulos et al. [33] attempted to extract
useful information from Steam game reviews, they fell short
in investigating the adaptability of their approach in practice.
The accessibility and comprehension of these NLP-based
techniques’ findings are challenging for game practitioners.

Owing to the lack of information regarding which TM
algorithms can enhance player-generated reviews, this study
initially utilises a case study approach to evaluate and compare
the performance of three TM techniques: LDA, NMF and
BERTopic, within the same game context. Subsequently, the
model’s coherence score is evaluated by quantitative assess-
ment, three separate TM metrics are compared to calculate its
performance. By employing derived visualisation algorithms,
this study seeks to obtain advantageous insights that will
support understanding topic similarity within the practical
video game field. Consequently, we conducted semi-structured
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interviews with video game practitioners to assess the efficacy
of the approach in the video game industry.

Hence, this study has four objectives:
1) To perform a comparative study of various TM tech-

niques, including LDA, NMF and BERTopic, to aid
thematic analysis in video game reviews.

2) To identify and categorise prominent topics in video
game reviews using the selected TM methods, thereby
gaining insights into players.

3) To discuss the potential applications and implications of
the research findings for optimising game design and
enhancing player satisfaction.

4) To verify the usefulness of the TM technique by con-
ducting interviews with video game developers, ulti-
mately elucidating their views on player reviews.

The contribution to the study of online game reviews
is twofold. Firstly, this study evaluates and compares the
performance of three TM techniques for text analysis of
video games reviews. Secondly, by investigating video game
developers’ perspectives on the topic identification findings of
TM models, this study explores how useful they might be for
game developers and how NLP-generated results can be most
effectively presented. However, it is beyond the scope of this
study to examine the feasibility of adopting TM results in
actual game development.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Studies on community and reviews in practice

A substantial body of literature exists pertaining to online
community management, while research specifically examin-
ing the practical analysis of reviews remains rather limited.
However, Ruggles et al. [34] and Parker and Perks [35]
explored the importance of game-related online communities
for developers by focusing on correlations between the success
of market games and the role of streaming in fostering
community-building, respectively.

Studies of the analysis of game reviews produced by online
communities and discussion of their practical role in game
development have two primary foci: player experience inves-
tigation and future game improvement. Cheung et al. [36]
employed a qualitative approach to examine players’ initial
gaming experience by integrating the analysis of reviews with
developer reflection. Furthermore, McAllister and White [37],
in the book Game User Experience Evaluation, noted that
developer teams are motivated by observing real players’
experiences to improve the game and reading reviews to
identify problematic issues. By interviewing several game
studios, McAllister et al. [38] made a similar point that some
studios began to examine reviews in the post-launch phase
and included them for regular game updates and improve-
ments. Furthermore, Ulf [39] suggests that, to some extent,
game developers could obtain potential design ideas from
reviews. These studies explore how reviews can assist video
game developers in practice; however, they also highlight
that current methods for gathering opinions from reviews
primarily involve manual classification or reading of a limited

dataset, thereby establishing the need for review analysis using
technical procedures.

To further investigate discussions concerning game prob-
lems and reflect the results to developers, Kamienski and
Bezemer [40] employed the LDA model to identify topics
existing in Question & Answer communities, alongside inquir-
ing about developer’s opinions. Their study confirmed that the
issue of bug reporting was significant, with a higher level of
interaction between developers and users. Although this study
has demonstrated the unquestionable merit of employing TM
methodologies in video game research, it could have enhanced
its relevance by encompassing a wider spectrum of player
communities. Consequently, this suggests examination of the
extent to which the TM approaches are applied to game review
analysis and how practically useful they are for developers.

B. Topic modelling and Online (game) reviews

Before the introduction of embedding methods, matrix
factorization-based and probabilistic models were the main
approaches employed to solve the task of NLP topic discovery
in a large corpus. Lee and Sebastian [41] proposed the concept
of the NMF model based on matrix factorisation to perform
semantic analysis. Although the stability and reliability of
NMF are criticised [42], [43], existing research has shown that
NMF and its variations were used for biological data analysis
[44] and text classification [45].

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), as the first consummate
generative probabilistic TM approach, is one of the most
employed methods across the community at large [46], [47].
LDA has been particularly widely applied in the analysis of
online customer reviews, including movie reviews [48], mobile
app reviews, as well as in investigating mental health [49] and
resource management [50].

With respect to topic discovery in the video game field,
using the LDA method, game designers and researchers can
thus explore and evaluate multiple aspects of games based on
player reviews. Faisal and Peltoniemi [51] adopted LDA for
video game genre classification using the user-generated tag
on Steam, while Wang and Goh [6] introduced research on the
components of player satisfaction using 9,333 reviews in the
video games category on Amazon. Yu et al. [15] identified
topics of interest to e-sports players based on community
on Steam. Additionally, Kwak et al. [17] employed topic
modelling to identify the critical factors that contribute to the
success of games. One criticism of much existing research
using LDA on video game data is the indeterministic nature
of the final categories; the results can thus be challenged as
new games are added and the context changes.

To process the game-related context well, Li et al. [16] took
a case study approach to topic discovery using LDA in game
reviews, using the game No Man’s Sky [52] as an example
and collecting reviews on Steam with the aim of understanding
players’ opinions and discussing the significant issues noted by
reviewers to outline specific directions for improving the game
to support the developers. In that work, 21 sub-topics were
detected across the three main classifications of functionality,
gameplay, and usability. Although the applicability of LDA
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has been demonstrated, especially in the video game field,
its efficacy in analysing text data has been criticised as other
unsupervised learning methods [21], [53], [54].

Apart from the LDA model, the generalised linear model
framework is another approach for researchers to identify
topics at the document level. For example, Structural Topic
Model (STM) was specifically designed for social science
research [55]. Lu et al. [56] utilised the STM approach within
a large dataset that contained over 85,000 reviews related to No
Man’s Sky, as a way to explore changes in players’ opinions
over time. This work inferred the existence of 55 sub-topics,
which were summarised into 12 main topics based on review
content.

Compared the two studies by Li et al. [16] and Lu et
al. [56], although they differed in their TM techniques, the
results in terms of topic discovery were similar across both
studies, highlighting issues such as Functionality (crashing and
update), Gameplay (repetitive, narrative and exploration), and
Usability (Control system and graphic). A noteworthy aspect
of using STM to identify topics is that it required no data
preprocessing on the corpus, a peculiarity that might cause
the accuracy of the word input of the model to be questioned.

To address the criticisms among traditional topic modelling
approaches in the current state, the concept of transformer-
based machine learning techniques, such as Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) and Pre-
trained Language Models (PLMs), were introduced into the
topic modelling [57]. One representative model is BERTopic,
which uses a class-based version of term frequency–inverse
document frequency (cTF-IDF) to extract topics based on
the contextual representation [22]. While recent research has
examined the availability of BERTopic, these studies have
focused on social science research in general. Examples can be
noted from a growing amount of literature analysing Instagram
messages [58], news articles [59], travel blog journals [60] and
Twitter posts [25], [27], [53]. Apart from social media content
analysis, the existing study of customer-generated reviews
and complaints focuses on the financial business field [61]
and healthcare [62], [63]; however, very few studies have
investigated the application of BERTopic techniques in video
game research.

Recently, rather than relying solely on a single model for
analysis, researchers have shown an increased interest in com-
paring and combining models together to evaluate performance
[64]–[70]. Egger and Yu [53] addressed the performance
comparison of four TM algorithms, namely LDA, NMF,
Top2Vex and BERTopic, using the dataset from the social
domain. Ultimately evaluating each model’s advantages and
disadvantages, their recent work establishes the importance of
interpreting results for keyword formation within a particular
research domain. Our contribution will build on such works
by conducting a qualitative investigation with developers, not
only to evaluate the performance of different models in the
video game context but also to reflect on how relevant these
are for video game practitioners in practice.

III. METHOD

The present study comprises two distinct methodologies.
Firstly, a comparative analysis was conducted to assess the
efficacy of various TM techniques. Subsequently, qualitative
interviews conducted with video game industry professionals
provide insights into these techniques’ practical effectiveness.

The themes occurring in the gaming community include
player complaints, overall gaming experience, and discussion
focusing on specific game contextual information such as
core game mechanics, game genre and attitudes toward its
developers, which are complex and diverse to observe and
study. Accordingly, we decided to pursue a comparative study
first to access the three TM: LDA, NMF, and BERTopic within
the same game context − No Man’s Sky (NMS) on Steam2.

NMS was deemed suitable for discovery and analysis of
the topics identification as it observed the topics regarding
their diversity and relative differences [71], word-of-mouth
changes caused by long-term development following game
releases. Previous researchers have used NMS as a typical
case to reflect the archaeology in digital environments [72],
[73], promises marketing [74] alongside measuring changes
in game quality [16], [56]; however, current works on topic
identification analyse data using a single model or manual
analysis, thereby highlighting the inaccuracy of the findings.
Therefore, our method is an extension of Lu et al. [56]’s and
Li et al. [16] investigation that further extends the application
of TM and practical interpretation in the context of NMS.

Subsequent to the evaluation of various models, we utilised
the best-performing model to generate topic recognition re-
sults and conduct interviews with video game practitioners
to measure both the technique and usability of such results
qualitatively. Figure 1 outlines the workflow of the method in
this study.

A. Topic identification

1) Data preparation:
Data Collection: This study collected 192,114 reviews from
the NMS Steam community spanning October 2016 to May
2023, including 114,533 reviews in English. A discrepancy
may exist between the actual data volume of the reviews
collected and the number of reviews announced on the store
page, since reviews may be subject to deletion either owing
to Steam censorship or by the players themselves.

This research adopted an effective and harmless customised
crawler programme based on the guideline reported by Fiesler
et al. [75] to obtain review data from Steam. As contents within
the Steam Community are classified as publicly available
information [76], these user-generated comments are suitable
for use in academic research where all personally identifying
information (PII) is removed. Data were anonymised before
analysis, with all PII defined by Valve, including Steam ID,
username, and avatar details, were removed, to maximise the
anonymity, confidentiality, and safety of the dataset.

2https://store.steampowered.com/app/275850/No Mans Sky/
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Fig. 1. Overview of methodology.

This study uses player-generated reviews, particularly from
the Steam Community3, for the following reasons: Firstly,
the Playtime Tracking function on Steam not only indicates
the extent of a player’s engagement with a game but also
verifies their authentic player identification. Secondly, there
is a plentiful data resource on that community. Moreover,
Steam provides friendly services for academics; its open
application programming interfaces (APIs) allow researchers
to dynamically access the metadata on Steam [77].

Data Pre-processing: Before commencing the TM, two
types of pre-processing programs were used to clear the initial
dataset. The first type of program was designed for LDA and
NMF. The text was cleaned for each review using a stan-
dard preprocessing procedure (Figure 1). The most and least
frequent words, such as ‘game’, were also removed during
this process to optimise the valuable information contained
in the data. Last, Bag of Words (BoW) and TF-IDF were
used for feature collection on converting texts [78], [79].
They differ in their technique of creating features; the former
produces word mapping based on their raw frequencies in
documents. The latter considers the words frequently occurring
in multiple documents irrelevant and decreases their relevance
score. Using these two feature extraction techniques is a well-
accepted methodology in TM comparison studies [66], [80].

To maintain the original structure of the textual data in
the transformer models while employing the embedding ap-
proach, data utilised in the BERTopic model was not used
in the majority of the pre-processing stages outlined above.

3https://steamcommunity.com/app/275850/reviews/?browsefilter=toprated&
snr=1 5 100010

However, where abbreviations and words identified as jargon,
like ‘E3’, are featured in reviews, these words were expanded
or replaced.

2) Topic Models Implementation: We have employed three
topic-model algorithms. Given the constraints on space, it is
challenging to delve into the finer details of each algorithm
within this paper. However, we highly encourage readers with
a keen interest in the methodologies employed to consult the
provided references [22], [46], [81].

NMF: It employs a linear algebraic strategy for topic
extraction [64]. In this study, we used Gensim4 to develop
the NMF model. According to the coherence metric, the
NMF (BoW) and NMF (TF-IDF) models get the greatest Cv
coherence scores of 0.734 and 0.574, respectively, when the
number of topics is set to 5.

LDA: It assumes a topic comprises a set of words from
a document. Each word in the document is given a topical
assignment with a probability determined by this distribution.
For a fixed number of random seeds when undertaking an
experiment, the number of topics (K) and iterations (NOI) are
vital parameters influencing the LDA model’s performance.
In this research, we consider controlling the hyperparameter
settings of the LDA models by using the perplexity and log-
likelihood metrics. Perplexity and log-likelihood were used
as objective and generalised measures as they are commonly
used metrics to evaluate probabilistic models [82], [83]. This
study employed the GridSearchCV5 to obtain the optimal
parameter K and NOI values based on dynamic TM. By

4https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/nmf.html
5https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model selection.

GridSearchCV.html
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simultaneously computing the log-likelihood score and model
perplexity, the optimal K was determined as 5; meanwhile, 20
and 50 NOI were determined in LDA+BoW and LDA+TF-
IDF, respectively.

BERTopic: Unlike NMF and LDA, the stochastic nature of
the BERTopic model yields different outcomes with repeated
modelling [53]. As a TM algorithm that supports unsupervised
learning, BERTopic can be finetuned by three methods: pre-
trained model, dataset pre-processing, and optimising hyper-
parameters [84]. This study uses the all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model
as the pre-trained sentence embedding model. All-*models are
widely used, with the computing speed of the “all-MiniLM-
L6-v2” model being five times faster than the all-mpnet-
base-v2 model, which provides satisfactory quality. As men-
tioned above, the data have been adequately cleaned, thereby
maximising the preservation of sentence structure. Regarding
hyperparameters, this study first utilises “auto” to automati-
cally decrease topics, merging topics with a similarity greater
than 0.915 and minimising the need for unnecessary manual
involvement. The method’s usability and threshold values have
been validated in prior research [23] and the BERTopic docu-
mentation. We also adopted the “reduce outliers” function to
reduce outliers [53] using the probability-based soft-clustering
strategy employed by HDBSCAN. As a result, the study
reduced the number of topics from 716 to 521. Although
the number of topics obtained through the BERTopic model
is typically large and difficult to display, BERtopic allows
researchers to enter keywords and search for the most relevant
subjects.

Evaluation Metrics: For objective evaluation of models,
this study uses coherences values to compare model perfor-
mance quantitatively. Topic coherence was chosen because it
provides a practical method to quantitatively measure the se-
mantic interpretability of topics [85], particularly for analysing
online corpora [86]. Four different coherence algorithms in the
Palmetto library [85] were employed: coherence measure (Cv),
normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI), UMass,
and Uci, to quantify the performance of the different TM
algorithms, with higher values indicating better performance.
Cv is widely used to evaluate topic models in existing research
[87]–[89]. However, CV’s accuracy is criticised when applied
to randomly generated datasets [90] and has been rarely used
in recent analyses. In contrast, the UMass metric is also
widely used in studies of topic classification [91], [92], which
assesses word co-occurrence with not affected by bi-grams
and lemmatization and focuses on document-topic distribution.
In addition, Uci [86], [93] and NPMI [94] indicators are
also suitable for establishing standard measures; the latter
especially has been used to compare the performance of
unsupervised models and BERTopic [24]. Notably, while these
coherence metrics provide a quantitative evaluation of TM
performances, they are not infallible, and human intervention
and interpretation are sometimes necessary to make sure the
identified topics make sense to researchers.

B. Interviews with video game developers
Semi-structured interviews were conducted in the second

study to contextualise the TM techniques and offer in-depth

reflections on their usability in the video game industry.
Firstly, we used the appropriate modelling technique to analyse
reviews in the Steam dataset and then generated TM findings
reports. Subsequently, we organised interviews to consult
developers about their opinions and feedback.

1) Data collection: Interviews were held online with a total
of 7 practitioners from 5 distinct game companies following
a strict ethics protocol approved by the authors’ university
ethics committee6. The practitioners we conducted interviews
with have extensive expertise in game development, project
management, and player support, with the cumulative length
of all the meetings amounting to 187.41 minutes (M=37.48,
SD=9.74). The interviews contained semi-structured questions
focusing on three key themes: Game review perspectives, the
interpretation of the results of topic identification and the
degree to which they regarded these technologies as being
beneficial to their needs. Notably, the experimental procedure
remains constant among all our participants.

Table I contains information about the participants and their
respective organisations. In order to minimise biases, develop-
ers were chosen for interviews to ensure representation from
a range of game companies of different sizes. Crucially, this
study prioritises the utmost anonymity and confidentiality for
everyone involved, whether directly or indirectly. Thus, in the
subsequent passage, the identities of the individuals have been
rendered anonymous. The letter “P” and the ordinal number
assigned to each interview serve as their representations. The
term “Case” and the ordinal designation of the interview serve
as identifiers for their organisation.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEWEES.

Round Organisation Team
size*

Number of released games Participants

1 Case A Small More than 20 released products P1
1 Case B Small Less than 5 released products P2, P3, P4
2 Case C Micro Less than 10 released products P5
2 Case D Small More than 15 released products P6
3 Case E Micro More than 20 released products P7

*The production team sizes are as follows: Micro< 10, Small 10-50 [95]

The interview research was conducted in three rounds, each
focusing on different representations of the topic identification
findings. During the initial round of interviews, we presented
the ten most prevalent keywords derived straight from the
algorithm as outcomes for topic identification. Then, during
the second round of interviews, the outcomes were substi-
tuted with easily comprehensible topics, such as music, game
genres, mood, and so forth. These themes were carefully
interpreted using keywords, original reviews and game context.
In the final round of interviews, alongside the topics, repre-
sentative reviews included in each topic are also presented.

2) Data Analysis: The conversations conducted during the
interviews were digitally recorded. The audio was transcribed
using the auto-transcription function offered by communica-
tion platforms, followed by interviews coded using NVivo 12.
Moreover, the qualitative interviews were analysed using the
coding procedures of a grounded theory approach, thereby

6The protocol approval number: aCTA/PGR/UH/05469(1)
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following the guidelines established by Strauss and Corbin
[96]. Furthermore, the principles of theory formation and
result interpretation as described by Eisenhardt [97] were also
adhered to.

Following the methodology outlined by Corbin and Strauss
[98], the interviews underwent inductive coding for analysis.
The codebook finally consisted of a total of 18 codes. During
the axial coding stage, the codes were organised into four
sub-categories and three major categories based on their con-
nections.

IV. RESULTS

A. Evaluation of models

We evaluated three topic modelling algorithms with both
bag of words and TF-IDF. Table II clearly shows that the
overall performance of BERTopic is significantly higher than
LDA and NMF, especially according to the NPMI (0.093),
Umass (-0.84) and Uci (0.279) metrics. In contrast, The
LDA+TF-IDF model gives the lowest coherence values with
most of the metrics. The coherence scores of NMF+TF-IDF
are also lower than BoW with the same modelling approach.
These results suggest that unsupervised models using TF-IDF
for feature extraction may not be suitable for this study’s data.

Interestingly, the performance evaluation using the Cv met-
ric is not consistent with that obtained using other metrics.
Specifically, using the Cv metric results in better performance
with NMF+BoW than both BERTopic and LDA. This incon-
sistency may be due to the different focus of the metrics used
to assess TM quality and the possible instability of the Cv
metric, since the data preprocessing steps are the same in all
metrics. This observation also underscores the need to employ
multiple measures to establish agreement in unsupervised TM,
rather than depending on a single metric.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THREE TOPIC MODELLING METHODS

USING TWO FEATURE EXTRACTION APPROACHES. FOR EACH METRIC, THE
COLOUR SCALE (BLUE-WHITE-RED) DEPICTS HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW

VALUES. THE BEST SCORE FOR EACH METRIC IS SHOWN IN BOLD.

Models Cv NPMI Umass Uci
NMF+BoW 0.734 0.036 –3.165 0.161

NMF+TF-IDF 0.574 0.015 –3.814 0.006
LDA+BoW 0.613 0.034 -3.232 0.158

LDA+TF-IDF 0.634 -0.425 -13.435 -11.726
BERTopic 0.595 0.093 -0.840 0.279

B. Topics identified by NMF and LDA

Table III shows the topics identified using NMF and LDA
on the NMS’s review dataset with the top 10 words. The
researcher conducted a comparative analysis of the main
contributing factors of 10 cluster terms. These terms were then
cross-referenced with the game’s external contextual knowl-
edge. The purpose of this step was to manually summarise
and assign themes to the topics generated by the TM models,
as well as to confirm that the same approach to topic labelling
was applied to the different methods. For example, the first
and fifth topics, identified by the BoW variations of the NMF
and LDA models have a shared underlying theme relating to

in-game content. This is because terms like ‘planet’, ‘ship’
and ‘resource’ mainly refer to the game’s core components or
fundamental constituents, and seldom occur together in other
topics simultaneously.

This joint table reveals several interesting co-occurrence
patterns. First, some specific words always appear together
in certain topics. For example, the terms ‘explore’ and ‘ex-
ploration’ often appear in pairs, with a high probability of
being accompanied by the word ‘space’, which would be
appropriate descriptors for the gaming world that the players
were exploring. The simultaneous occurrence of all these
three terms in a given topic may reflect NMS’s exploration
mechanism, such as Topic 1 in NMF+TD-IDF and LDA+BoW.
Similar word combinations include ‘hour’ and ‘play(ed)’,
which clearly refers to the number of hours a player has
spent playing a game. Unlike the co-occurrences of word
pairs centring around the features of a particular game, this
combination applies to games in general. Identifying general
co-occurrence patterns gives the themes distinct meanings,
allowing them to refer to different aspects of the specific game,
as well as to aspects of the actions and processes common to
most video games, such as expressing game progression (Topic
2 in both NMF+BoW and LDA+BoW), all of which enhances
the reviews’ credibility (Topic 4 in NMF+BoW and TF-IDF).

Second, high concentrations of emotionally charged words,
such as ‘fun’, ‘love’, ‘boring’, and ‘angry’, in some topics,
identifies those topics as about players’ subjective feelings,
moods and emotional responses. Such topics were subsumed
under the theme “Reactions” and included Topics 2, 3 and
5 in NMF+BoW, Topic 3 and 5 in NMF+TF-IDF, Topic 2
in LDA+BoW and Topic 3 in LDA+TF-IDF. One intriguing
aspect of this theme is that it can be viewed as a self-
contained theme and also integrated with other thematic
elements in a separate theme. Stand-along themes seldom
include words that have game-specific significance, such as
Topic 5 in NMF+BoW, but instead include those that describe
aspects common to all or most games and game playing, such
as ‘story’ and ‘gameplay’ in Topic 3. This allows them to
integrate human emotions while articulating distinct facets of
the game. Importantly, the usage of terms such as ‘grind’
and ‘chore’ in the context of NMS, typically conveys the
sentiment associated with performing a necessary but tedious
action to complete a task. It is worth emphasising that the
perception of a task as being grinding is highly subjective, and
different from one player to the next. While certain individuals
may get pleasure from a gameplay’s repetitive and laborious
nature, others may perceive it as a cause of annoyance or
dissatisfaction. In this instance, Topic 3 in NMF+BoW and
LDA+TF-IDF are, to some extent, categorised as the reaction
theme. Here is an excerpt from one review:

‘Base decoration may be an appeal to the intrinsically
motivated, but be locked behind ten hours of grind and
turn it into a chore that punishes experimentation.’

Apart from the player’s emotional reactions, more intuitive
information is encompassed in identified themes, which could
help developers improve the game. For example, the term
‘bug’ appears repeatedly in the findings of the BoW variants
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TABLE III
TOPICS IDENTIFIED FROM NMS’S REVIEW DATASET

NMF+BoW NMF+TF-IDF

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
In-game
content

Evaluation
and

Reactions

Gameplay
and

Reactions

Evaluation Reactions Exploration
mechanic

Support for
developer

Reactions
(mixed)

Evaluation Reactions

planet get good like thing great good love play fun
go hour grind play still like pretty 10/10 no space
ship back bad update even get job absolutely update pretty
resource start long time no much actually explore go much
another first story one much amaze work exploration still friend
collect money average see lot explore hello games labor hour cool
new try bug hour fun lot luck far time super
find boring easy give great exploration story want say relax
explore lose gameplay review space space virtual reality hello games recommend explore
space take price say many thing bad every see Minecraft

LDA+BoW LDA+TF-IDF

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
Exploration
mechanic

Evaluation
and

Reactions

Support for
developer

Price-
quality

(PQ) ratio

In-game
content

Other
games

Improvement Reactions Game
Mainte-
nance

Unspecific

like hour update promise planet hang insane chore stage nope
great play good run ship flat upset genuinely brilliant everybody
fun time review people different skyrim pain diverse developed scenery
space worth release buy thing mislead polish screw euro dedication
exploration bad hellogames issue base creator majority brings five pile
explore start 10/10 like resource tire balance angry smoothly period
want bug developer $60 new fault introduce plot involve regular
sky boring recommend refund space spoiler funny pure get well desire
experience good year lie need kudos nowhere proper playing upgraded
amaze try launch steam like mainly sight freeze exocraft hour played

of TM, which directly reveal the disadvantages that the com-
putational and optimisation aspects of NMS have on the game
quality. Furthermore, Topic 2 of the LDA+TF-IDF detailed
players’ dissatisfaction with the overall quality and the degree
of refinement of the game (e.g. ‘polish’). This information
provides developers with valuable insights that can be used to
enhance the game, such as making adjustments to the level of
difficulty (e.g. ‘balance’) and scene visibility (e.g. ‘sight’).

Turning to another theme, “Support for developers”, both
models produced this topic (Table III). What is most significant
about this theme is that the topics all directly relate to
the game’s development team, such as ‘hello games’ and
‘developers’, along with words denoting their actions, such as
‘update’, ‘work’, and ‘job’. Interestingly, the topic identified
by LDA within this theme may be more related to the mar-
keting of NMS, as it contains terms such as ‘release’, ‘year’
and ‘launch’, terms which reflect the pre-release schedule and
marketing, including references to disappointment in its ability
to fulfil players’ expectations. In contrast, the topic identified
by NMF is more related to new features the developers added.
For example, the term ‘virtual reality’ occurs, which was
an additional mode only introduced years after NMS was
released.

Another notable topic of interest among players is the price-
quality (PQ) ratio of the game. Table III shows that the terms
that appeared in identified topics, such as ‘money’, ‘price’,
‘refund’, ‘buy’and ‘$60’ (NMS’s retail price), clearly relate to
the evaluations of the game’s value for money (e.g. ‘worth’).

The themes frequently associated with these terms typically
reflect the players’ assessment of NMS, particularly about
whether the quality of the game justifies its price. Topic
4, however, which was identified by LDA+BoW, is slightly
different as it focuses on gaming issues and includes terms
such as ‘run’ and ‘issues’ to evaluate the value of NMS and
purchase policy on Steam (e.g. ‘refund’ and ‘steam’). These
particular aspects are not commonly observed in the other
subjects under consideration.

Despite the performance of both models being similar up
to this point, the LDA+TF-IDF model generates topics that
include terms that rarely occur in other models. For example,
there are references to the in-game landscapes, with words
like ‘freeze’, ‘scenery’, and ‘flat’, were seldom found in other
models. Here is an example:

‘Some planets are fairly flat and barren; others have big
mountains; others are riddled with narrow ravines; some
are mostly covered in water.’

Additionally, the discussion of other games (such as
‘Skyrim’ and ‘Minecraft’) was only observed in TF-IDF vari-
ants of TMs. While such games have some similarities to NMS
in terms of gameplay, no comparative words were found, and
further research would be necessary to determine the reason
for this.

What emerges from the results is that some common themes
emerged from the NMS reviews, such as Exploration me-
chanics, In-game content, experience evaluation, improvement
suggestions and developer-related, as well as some interesting
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TABLE IV
TOPIC IDENTIFIED BY BERTOPIC FOR SELECTED KEYWORDS.

Keywords Similar topics (Top 3) Cluster words

‘explore’ and
‘exploration’

Topic 2: Exploration mechanic exploration, space, explore, adventure, if, love, survival, like, best, you
Topic 183: Reactions to exploration mechanic adventure, relax, thrill, exploration, explore, adrenaline, own, mystery, story, enjoy
Topic 125: Core mechanics craft, survival, crafting, exploration, combat, explore, grind, building, gathering,

element

‘crash’ and ‘bugs’
Topic 1: Errors in different Player Mode multiplayer, bug, crash, buggy, glitch, fix, player, crashed, break, single
Topic 149: Errors in saving progress save, freighter, ship, bug, exit, stuck, lose, inside, autosave, crash
Topic 511: Errors in specific star system broken, broke, elate, terrify, piece, dorothy, allison, still, af, mead

‘grind’
Topic 36: Reactions grind, grindy, fest, reward, bit, grinder, material, boring, repetitive, but
Topic 230: Reaction to gathering and crafting grind, resource, material, gathering, grindy, gear, resources, collect, stuff, craft
Topic 104: Resource gathering mining, mine, element, miner, resource, material, sell, mineral, stuff, periodic

‘chore’
Topic 100: Reactions and Motivation gratification, confuse, excitement, pointless, instant, over, simple, easy, attention,

chore
Topic 176: Motivations pointless, progress, purpose, complicate, life, distraction, distract, lose, useless,

strategy
Topic 44: Reactions boring, repetitive, dull, bland, fast, tedious, quickly, very, boredom, get

‘developer’
Topic 13: Support for developer developer, developers, team, their, development, work, they, promise, community,

respect
Topic 27: Game maintenance content, developer, add, update, they, release, support, lack, new, continue
Topic 130: Team type indie, aaa, title, studio, triple, an, price, team, small, company

‘hello games’
Topic 6: Support for developer hello, games, their, thank, job, work, update, they, promise, deliver
Topic 410: Praise to developer redeem, themselves, games, hello, redemption, arc, yourselves, itself, their,

villainous
Topic 250: Followship gamer, gamers, appeal, old, type, fellow, people, who, everyone, year

‘worth’ and ‘buy’
Topic 3: PQ ratio (considering discount) sale, price, worth, buy, money, full, buying, wait, purchase, bought
Topic 5: PQ ratio (considering price) 60, worth, dollar, 30, 20, price, 40, sale, tag, buck
Topic 311: PQ ratio (considering updates) stand, price, content, sale, picked, tag, worth, update, next, bought

Other games:
‘Minecraft’, ‘Skyrim’

Topic 334: Elder Scrolls, Fallout, The Witcher,
Cave Quest

skyrim, fallout, oblivion, elder, scroll, witcher, like, quest, cave, space

Topic 55: Minecraft; Elite Dangerous minecraft, space, like, terrarium, elite, basically, kind, if, in, similar
Topic 399: Call of Duty cod, codders, duty, call, doom, battlefield, who, action, mod, someone

topics, including value for money and other games discussions.
However, the identified themes could only be expressed in
obscure ways due to a lack of contextual information process-
ing. Additionally, some topics overlapped, which called into
question the efficacy of applying LDA and NMF to the field
of video games.

C. Topics Discovered by BERTopic
Due to limited space, we cannot display the complete list of

521 identified topics taken by BERtopic. However, we used
the search functions on BERTopic to filter the topic results
based on the observed representative terms in the previous
observations. Table IV gives the filtered topic outcomes based
on 10 representative words or phrases; the topics were then
named by the same method used in the previous models. The
table displays the three most pertinent topics for each selected
keyword. To construct a comparative study with NMF and
LDA, the discussion of the BERTopic results focuses on five
aspects: game mechanics, program issues, developer-related,
PQ ratio, and other games.

The primary focus of NMS is the exploration of the uni-
verse, during which several gameplay features are incorpo-
rated, including survival, combat, trading, and base building.
NMS’s core game mechanics are reflected in the topics related
to the terms ‘explore’ and ‘exploration’, the retrieval of which
generates a few clusters related to the concept of exploration.
As shown in Table IV, Topic 2 mostly reflects the basic
gameplay mechanics, focusing on space travel and survival
(such as ‘adventure’ and ‘survival’). Topic 183 also contains
the main terms of the exploration theme but includes several

outlier terms which relate to personal reactions, like ‘relax’,
‘thrill’, and ‘adrenaline’. In contrast, Topic 125 incorporates a
broader range of game activities in addition to exploration, in-
cluding combat, resource gathering, crafting, and construction.
It is clear that BERTopic can not only identify the particular
theme cluster but also connect the player’s personal feelings
to specific elements to form a detailed and progressive player
feedback analysis of various aspects of the game.

To find topics related to bug reporting, the terms ‘bug’ and
‘crash’ were chosen as filters for the topic selection. What is
notable in the table is that the filtered topics not only reflect
the detection of bugs, but also identify the precise areas of the
game affected by them. Specifically, Topic 1 focuses on the
game’s player mode and associated glitches, with terms such
as ‘multiplayer’, ‘single’, ‘player’, ‘glitch’ and ‘break’. Topic
149 explores NMS’s save functions and their integration within
the game, using terms like ‘save’, ‘autosave’, ‘freighter’, and
‘ship’. In NMS, ships could serve as designated save points,
where the player’s progress can be preserved by embarking.
Consequently, this topic includes words associated with prob-
lems that occur when individuals attempt to save their game
but experience issues, such as being unable to proceed (e.g.
‘stuck’) or save their progress (e.g. ‘lose’). In contrast, the
issues reflected in Topic 104 correspond to specific in-game
content, since it pertains to the star system ‘Dorothy’ within
the NMS universe - a name rarely found in other topics. The
findings demonstrate the capability of the BERTopic model
to detect potential flaws inside distinct components of the
game. This information is clearly helpful for developers in
locating and addressing glitches and implementing efficient
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game maintenance strategies.
To further clarify a player’s experience of playing NMS,

we extracted topics related to the terms ‘grind’ and ‘chore’,
which relate to player preferences. For the theme related to
grinding, Topic 36 mainly expressed the sense of grinding by
resource-outcome imbalance (’reward’) and repetitive actions
(’repetitive’). Topic 230 adds to this by including game-
specific elements, such as ‘material’. In contrast, Topic 104
focuses more on the specific actions of mining and selling
resources. Additionally, compared with the grinding theme, the
identified topics related to ‘chore’ during playing highlight the
player’s motivation (’gratification’, ’pointless’, ’distraction’)
and frequently combine with more negative adjectives, such
as ‘boring’, ‘confuse’ and ‘tedious’. Hence, one of the reasons
for poor motivation when playing NMS could be the lack of
clear objectives. It would help developers have more detailed
information about the complaints expressed by players to
enable them to improve the game accordingly. For example:

‘Almost the entire time I played the game, I was trying
to find the purpose of the game.’ (Topic 176)

The results also reflect the player’s awareness of the de-
velopment team. For example, Table IV shows how the term
‘developer’ primarily revolves around topics like encourage-
ment (Topic 13), game maintenance (Topic 27), and types of
teams (Topic 130). Furthermore, it is clear from the game’s
background information that Hello Games is widely acknowl-
edged as the developer of NMS, making the term ‘hello games’
a suitable grouped search keyword for filtering topics related
to the development team, including players’ appreciation of
their work (Topic 6). Such topics were characterised by the
focus on the developer’s efforts and the presence of lexemes
denoting affirmative sentiments, such as ‘respect’, ‘thank’ and
‘promise’.

In the secondary and tertiary topics, more gaps are found
in cluster words between the two terms. In other words, the
terms found in Topics 27 and 130 under the ‘developer’
classification do not intersect with the terms found inside
Topics 410 and 250 under the ‘hello game’ classification.
These topics differ in their emphasis on the development team
and the expression of attitudes. The former has objective terms
of appraisal and evaluation of the team and their efforts, while
the latter includes sentiment words that convey admiration
towards the developer and the connection between the player
and developer. Additionally, when players address developers
by their names instead of employing a collective noun, they
may be expressing a sense of reverence (Topic 410) and
intimacy (Topic 250).

BERTopic provides a more comprehensive analysis of PQ
ratio judgements than obtained in previous analyses. For
instance, Topic 3 revealed the players’ focus on sales and
discounts, and Topic 5 specifically addressed the precise pric-
ing of the game, including its purchase prices. In comparison
to the other topics under this thematic category, Topic 311
places more emphasis on assessing whether the game’s price
is justified by its updated content. This topic includes a range
of terms associated with updates, such as ‘content’, ‘update’,
and ‘next’ (name of NMS’s patch), and reveals the factors
that influence players’ assessments of the game’s value for

money. It also offers novel perspectives for gamers about other
players’ concerns about one-time purchase games.

In addition to the discussions of NMS itself, there has
been considerable discussion of other video games. In con-
trast to the overlapping categories obtained through NMF
and LDA, the games reflected in the BERTopic results are
well classified based on player opinions. Firstly, the game
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim and Fallout noticed in Topic
334 can both be referenced for their gameplay pacing and
compared to NMS. Secondly, games such as Minecraft and
Elite Dangerous, as discussed in Topic 55, have similar basic
gameplay elements as NMS, as indicated by the use of the
word ‘similar’ itself. These elements include an open-world
sandbox environment, building mechanics, space exploration,
trading, resource acquisition, and crafting. Finally, Topic 399
specifically highlights the game Call of Duty (COD), which
has an entirely different gameplay to NMS. It might be useful
to explore the differences between whole game genres in
addition to those between particular games. In general, player
mentioned such well-known games to provide comprising with
their experience of playing NMS. These references help both
players and developers (including the creators) understand how
NMS is perceived by players and how the gaming experience
it offers compares to other games. Here are some examples of
reviews referring to other games:

‘I feel too many people expected it to have the same pace
and feel as Skyrim or Fallout, but it is much more chill
and slow-paced than that.’ (Topic 334)
‘Minecraft meets Elite Dangerous, then it had a baby with
Evochron Mercenary.’ (Topic 55)
‘if you’re looking for a cod type run and gun in space,
then this isn’t your cup of tea.’ (Topic 399)

Overall, many of the BERTopic results from our analysis are
consistent with those derived using the NMF and LDA models.
However, the BERTopic results offer a more comprehensive
and nuanced understanding by incorporating additional de-
tails and contextual factors. Despite the redundancies in the
generated topics, users can still extract relevant and helpful
information from a vast corpus by retrieving keywords.

D. Semi-structured interview

1) Categories: The core category, Perception and Prac-
ticality of Topic Identification, represents the practitioners’
subjective perspectives and reflections on game reviews and
TM outcomes in the video game industry. This is divided
into three different focus areas: Viewpoints of Game Reviews,
Viewpoints of Topic Identification results and Developer Sat-
isfaction & Practice Reflection.

The category Viewpoints of Game Reviews pertains to
the perspectives expressed by interviewees in online game
reviews. It reveals interviewees’ attitudes towards existing
reviews and identifies the content they consider valuable
in practice. The category Viewpoints of Topic Identification
describes interviewees’ reception of the TM results. Besides
their overall opinions, we also focus on the comprehensibility
of the result representation, attention to specific topics, and
thoughts on how the topic changes over time. The category
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Developer Satisfaction & Practice Reflection describes how
useful the technologies are to the interviewees. During this
phase, the helpfulness and usability of TM techniques are well
examined.

2) Observation:
1. Useful reviews usually contain detailed descriptions
about the precise content of the experience

Undoubtedly, reviews are useful for developers to improve
the quality of their games. According to P4, players would
like their opinions to be heard, and they give considerable
feedback. Their reviews can be both positive and negative.
Positive reviews can be beneficial since they help boost
developers’ moods (P2) and determine people’s preferences
when producing DLCs or similar games (P7). In contrast,
some respondents are more interested in negative reviews
because they normally contain game elements that need fixing,
typically bugs (P2 & P7).

“Any negative review because of a bug is helpful because
you can try to fix that.” – P7, Case E

Furthermore, most respondents evaluated the usefulness
of reviews based on the descriptive content rather than the
emotion expressed. The evaluation of the useful information
by most of the respondents gives a good understanding of
the specific game experience, including a description of what
players enjoyed (P3) and what went wrong (P1) while playing.
For example, P1 mentioned that some reviews are not helpful
since they only record the presence of an issue, such as
game crashes, without providing specific details regarding the
location, timing, or overall characteristics of what went wrong.

“The most helpful reviews . . . are giving you the descrip-
tions in detail about what it is exactly that they enjoy so
much about.” – P3, Case B

2. The efficacy of TM in accurately identifying and cate-
gorising subjects within a given dataset could be deemed
satisfactory within the domain of video games.

The study’s most significant finding was that most partici-
pants were pleased with the TM outcomes or at least consid-
ered the identified topics as reasonable. All respondents pro-
vided favourable feedback on the TM outcomes and remarked
that they had not seen this kind of analysis before. According
to P1 & P4, the TM results effectively highlighted problems
with their game, such as performance and localisation is-
sues. P5 also confirmed the accuracy of the identified topics
based on their professional understanding of the game and
personal reading of existing reviews. Additionally, P5 referred
to their observation of specific themes related to developers
and updates and how these reflected the effectiveness of game
maintenance and community management.

3. TM results could serve as indicators of the right
direction, guiding attention to key areas, and informing
future decisions.

All respondents affirmed TM’s usefulness at different levels
in their discussions of the findings. Identifying what the
players were discussing helps developers know whether they
are on the right track for game development (P1) and facil-
itates the marketing department’s recognition of compelling

sales features (P3). P5 and P6 supposed that by identifying
what people care about most, the findings could benefit the
development of sequels or similar games in the future. Even
though P7 thought that the themes in their data analysis did
not vary greatly over time, tracking what people were talking
about still provided useful insights.

4. More contextual information and steps are needed to
process and interpret the TM results.

In the initial round of interviews (Case A and B), where
respondents were provided with lists of keywords, they ex-
perienced confusion, afterwards indicating they needed more
contextual information to understand better and interpret the
results. After the interviewer explained the TM technology
to them, they could combine their development logs to find
commonalities, such as bug reports (P1) and game updates
(P3).

Next, we provided generalised themes to represent the topics
for the second round of interviews with Case C and D.
Participants were quick to recognise more specific topics, such
as discussions about free weekends, developers and updates,
and game genres. P5 noticed that it was interesting to see
some descriptions of game mechanics which are out of Steam
tags. At this point, respondents also offered some suggestions
for clarifying the meaning of the results, including filtering
out meaningless topics (e.g., game titles, according to P5) and
identifying trends in players’ sentiments for each topic (P6).

In the final round, and to help participants interpret the
results, we provided the overarching themes together with
examples of the original sentences or paragraphs for Case E.
One positive point that P7 made is that this kind of analysis
is enjoyable and more useful than simply searching. Using
sentences to aid comprehension of the TM outcomes was
not always seen as an advantage, with P7 suggesting that an
accurate summary of a review’s overall context would be more
useful than a specific text presented in isolation. This is quite
different to previous research on TM, such as those conducted
by Gao et al. [32] and Albalawi et al. [70], where splitting
longer texts into short sentences or paragraphs is preferred.
Thus, it is demonstrated that there still is a gap between human
comprehension and TM techniques in the requirement and
processing of contextual information.

V. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

A. Comparison of NMF, LDA and BERTopic

The proliferation of player-generated material has had a
substantial impact on game evaluation. More information
about how players perceive a game and how they engage with
it is available and accessible online, and offers a rich source
of data to be further explored.

Earlier studies already pointed out the importance of intro-
ducing machine-learning approaches to video game analysis,
but the existing literature has been restricted to traditional
modelling techniques, such as LDA, K means, SNM, and
Naive Bayes [6], [33], [51], [80], and even then usually em-
ploying only one method. This study examined how different
TM techniques facilitate the thematic analysis of video game
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reviews. We evaluated three TM algorithms with two feature
selection representations.

The quantitative evaluation found BERTopic the most ef-
fective in analysing Steam game reviews with respect to
topic coherence. NMF showed slightly superior performance
compared to LDA in terms of topic coherence, which is
consistent with the results reported by Ray et al. [89].

One interesting finding is that neither the NMF nor the
LDA model performs well with TF-IDF compared to the
BoW. Anantharaman et al. [66] also found the LDA model
performed worse with TF-IDF compared to BoW, attributing
this to the probabilistic nature of the LDA model. Another
possible explanation for this finding is that topic models like
LDA and NMF were designed to analyse longer documents
[99] than online reviews, making results based on the latter an
inappropriate test of their efficacy. Given the nature of TF-IDF,
it is not surprising that word frequency extraction algorithms
suffer more from document size.

Next, humans identified some common themes with dif-
ferent TM, including core game mechanics, game evaluation,
development team, players’ responses, and game experience.
The outcomes of the topic classifications in this study are
consistent with previous studies on game reviews for NMS.
For example, topics related to evaluating gameplay, updates,
promotions, quality levels, and glitches, were also mentioned
in studies conducted by Lu et al. [56] and Li et al. [16].
However, unlike those studies, this study enhanced the clarity
and specificity of themes, as well as providing a comparative
analysis of the distinct emphases associated with each topic
using BERTopic.

Both the LDA and NMF models have the advantage of
not requiring prior domain knowledge and as well as being
computationally efficient. However, as mentioned earlier, one
problem the models share is the hyperparameter settings [20],
[53]. In this study, we used objective evaluation metrics to help
reduce the impact of this on the optimal number of topics.

The topics discovered by NMF are more ambiguous and
characterised by more terms relating to the player’s responses
and subjective experiences, as well as lacking coherence
between the delivered topics - also seen by Egger and Yu
[53]. What is more, very few of the themes identified by
NMF+TFIDF provide information that could conceivably help
developers improve their games.

In contrast, LDA-based generated topics are straightforward
for humans to summarise by comparing co-occurrence and
exclusion patterns across cluster terms, especially those pro-
duced with the BoW variant. Although overlapping clusters
in the LDA model were also observed in this study, similar
to Passos et al. [47], topics identified by LDA+BoW are
relatively distinct. However, the same cluster words generated
with the LDA+TFIDF model are rarely observed in the other
models, and the themes are difficult to summarise, at least from
the perspective of human cognition. One possible explanation
is that the TF-IDF algorithm assigns greater significance
to infrequent words [79], which could result in categories
emerging that relate to a highly specific technical area with
its own specialised terminology.

The current investigation found that BERTopic generates

a large number of topics, a finding also observed in study
made by Egger and Yu [53], where having to inspect and
reduce outcomes was emphasised, as well as Sharifian-Attar
et al. [84], where value intervals for topics was set manually.
BERTopic may not provide a particularly concise overview of
players’ concerns due to the redundancy of some generated
topics and terms. However, unlike NMF and LDA, BERTopic
is very good at capturing the nuances and semantics of
textual materials through the generation of contextual word
embeddings [57]. For example, identifying and categorising
bug reports and glitches within reviews can be subdivided into
distinct subjects that centre around different aspects of a game,
an observation that has received little attention in previous TM
studies on NMS. BERTopic’s ability to do this when analysing
game reviews is an advantage that could help developers to
optimise game design and enhance player satisfaction. Hence,
adopting a TM algorithm that identifies which aspect of a game
is problematic, and extracts what players commonly reflect and
care about in the way BERTopic does, could be very useful
for the video game industry.

Therefore, this study proposed using BERTopic as the pre-
ferred method over NMS and LDA for extracting detailed and
innovative themes in the analysis of game reviews. To verify
this proposal, developers’ views on TM will be examined
together with the specific features of the TM results that align
with their requirements.

B. Developer perspectives

This study confirmed previous findings that game reviews
are generally considered of value to video game practitioners.
It further provided strong evidence for previous statements
about the definition of helpful game reviews [2], [29]. The
most obvious finding to emerge from the analysis was that
players’ game reviews need to be able to pinpoint exactly
where any problems with a game occur. This could have
been anticipated from previous studies, in which, for example,
Lewis et al. [3] provided a detailed summary of more than
11 subcategories of player-reported video game failures. This
suggests that BERTopic could be of more use to developers
than other TM algorithms since it has the ability to segment
subjects.

In this study, BERTopic was used to generate TM outcomes
from various game datasets. The findings demonstrate the
system’s efficacy in handling the diversity of topics included
in different datasets and of generating valuable insights about
each game. The semi-structured interviews with developers
verified the efficacy of our technique in practice. The partic-
ipants considered our TM technique to have the potential to
enhance the quality of existing games and to provide valuable
insights for developers in future game development.

While the current TM system appears to function well at this
point, participants noted certain weaknesses in the presentation
of results, including the lack of theme interpretation, data fil-
tering, and reflection on user reviews. This was not surprising,
as non-mathematical explanations and experiments have rarely
been provided in previous studies, nor applied in practice.
Moreover, the uncertain nature of unsupervised learning has
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meant that most studies comparing TM methods have been
based on their evaluation on statistical measures, including
precision, recall, and F-score, such as Albalawi et al. [70]. To
gain a comprehensive understanding of TM performance in
practice, additional studies will be needed to address the gap
between computer-generated results and results acceptable and
readable for non-computer professionals.

C. Limitations

This research has several limitations that need to be ac-
knowledged. Firstly, the comparison study focused on reviews
collected from a specific game, with the unsupervised TM
methods evaluated on coherent contextual information we
collected. The limitation to a single game inevitably reduces
the generalisability of the findings. However, subsequent anal-
yses with additional games and their reviews helped mitigate
this shortcoming. Secondly, the hyperparameter tuning of this
study is limited, particularly for building the BERTopic model.
For example, customising the appropriate value for ‘min topic
size’ in BERTopic could improve the model’s performance.
However, such parameter tuning in BERTopic is rarely found
in the existing literature, an exception being Sharifian-Attar
et al. [84]. For further research, adding additional evaluation
metrics, such as topic diversity, would attain better reliability.
Thirdly, the current study did not provide an in-depth discus-
sion about how players’ opinions might evolve over time. This
is an important aspect of review analysis and further work
is needed to provide more insights into player feedback in
future. Finally, players’ attitudes about the different topics
were not addressed in this study, although the developers
recommended this. The scope of this study was also limited
in theme identification, preventing an in-depth investigation
of players’ sentiments. This would be an important area to
examine in future research.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study further builds on previous research
on the topic classification of game reviews by evaluating
the three different topic models. The study improved the
automatic discovery of topics from game reviews by using
unsupervised machine-learning methods with two BoW and
TF-IDF features. Meanwhile, we used BERTopic to provide a
novel way of presenting and interpreting the topics extracted
from online players’ reviews within the game development
context. This paper suggests a rationale for using an advanced
embedding model (BERTopic) to understand the output of
topic classifications in video game research.

This study also contributes to video game industry practice
by demonstrating that TM techniques can be valuable in the
development of video games. It provides a novel insight for
game developers to collect suggestions for improvement from
real players based on their games’ reviews. It could serve as
the starting point for more longitudinal studies on topic extrac-
tion and may inspire new research directions for investigating
NLP techniques applied to the video game industry. We believe
the conclusions of this paper suggest a good starting point
for information extraction and further game user research in

the video game domain. Findings from this study need to be
validated with more types of games or gaming platforms for
future research.
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